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NetZeroCities key activities

Mission platform – organise and make accessible to all cities available tools, resources, expertise, capabilities

• Design phase now, phased-in operation during 2022, fully operational Sept 2022
• By 2025 determine best service model and ongoing financial sustainability of the platform

Climate-neutral city contracts – multi-level government collaboration tool and instrument for building agency and resources

• 25-30 cities to be selected from the 100 Mission cities

"Large-scale pilots" – up to 30 cities to receive substantial funding (€0.5 to €1.5 M) for innovation-focused projects

• Climate neutrality ambition and Mission alignment
• Twinning programme to engage and help more cities
• City Guides to help cities through the process

Impact framework for climate-neutrality at city scale

Learning approach with peer-to-peer sharing to enhance the practice of city climate action for climate neutrality

Policy advocacy and communications
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